Gauge hut

Your single source for high performance custom gauges! We manufacture custom
speedometers, tachometers, boost gauges temperature gauges, pressure gauges, hot rod
gauges, and Cobra gauges for all automotive, marine, OEM, and power sports applications. We
proudly manufacture all of our gauges in the USA. If you have a unique gauge requirement
please contact us. We specialize in gauge manufacturing and hope to be able to service your
needs. Our gauges are guaranteed by a lifetime warranty. Lynx Gauges are water and dust
resistant and easy to install; No sensors, no splicing wires, just simple plug 'n' play! Featured
Products. Our gauges arrived yesterday and look fantastic and exactly as we imagined them.
The whole process from start to finish has been great including the initial assistance we
received from Jory regarding which gauge type to go with. I am not usually inclined to send
such emails but it is certainly warranted. I will be going along to our usual monthly local Cobra
Club meeting this weekend and showing the guys the gauges and I am sure they will be
impressed All rights reserved. I acquired some Speedhut gauges a while back for a deal, and I
just got a free Z wheel, so I decided to do all three. In this part I just remove and fit the Speedhut
gauges in the old speedo and tachometer housings. In the next part I wire them up. A few
people did this on HybridZ various different ways. I was too cheap to go out and get any other
supplies, so I made it work with what I had. Both have red dials, and red illumination. I never
looked at the service manual and just assumed that the dash would have to come off to install
the gauges. Well, after reading some other posts about it, the dash can stay in. Then I read the
service manual: 2 screws. Two screws for each gauge, and only one each under the dash. I had
them out in less than 15 minutes. Seeing as how my current steering wheel is gross, I picked up
a free Z wheel and horn cover from a friend. I installed the new speedometer in the Z tachometer
hole the turn signal and high beam indicators are on the speedo, now, so I figured I would keep
them on the same side. After you remove the old tachometer gauge, gut it. For me I had to press
the old tachometer mechanics off from the inside of the housing. The Z rear bumper came in
handy yet again. Next, I removed the turn signal indicator tubes from the housing, using a
Dremel and about 50 of those stupid cutting wheels okay, just 2. After that I test fit the new
speedometer to see how I would keep it in place. Those white plastic screw holders will be what
I use. But first I put some grommets in place for the new gauge wiring:. The connectors for the
power and light connections were a tight fit, but they went through the bottom there eventually.
The rectangular fuel gauge wires fit nicely in the rectangular hole. I put a round grommet
through the rectangular hole and it worked out. Then I placed the gauge in the housing, and
tightened the ring down using a flathead scewdriver through one of the unused holes on the
edge of the housing. It took a little while to make sure it stayed in the correct position. The GPS
antenna is on the metal portion of the dash, for now. But in the end, it was just too small to
house the new gauge. So, I ended up cutting the back out and molesting the housing. For
retention, this housing used tiny screws to secure it to the plastic cover. Long story short, I
used screws from an old computer laptop case, most likely :. I tried to make it look decent:. Now
for the wiring. This would be easy except Nissan decided not to label their diagrams with the
gauge-side harness wire colors. That is, the wiring schematics and diagrams tell you what color
the wires are right up until the connector for the gauge or light or whatever. So you have to hunt
in the dash for the wiring harness' connector and match them up. It will be on all the time if
hooked up directly. It must be switched on, perhaps using a relay like me. The indicator is
supposed to be activated only if the high-beams are grounded. Now if I leave the parking brake
on the otherwise useless floor temp light illuminates California model. Now on to the details.
First I hooked up the Speedhut power and lighting harnesses. I wired both the inverters and
power wires together both gauges, so 4 harnesses altogether. Power to the bare green from the
old speedometer power wire, a ground, and the white lighting wire to one of the green-white
stripe wires from the old gauge lighting. For the high beam indicator, some work is required.
You have to have a normally open relay added. Power the relay coil using one of the dash
lighting wires GW , but also tap this for the power to the switch. The other, open end of the
switch should go to the high-beam LED of the new gauge. The ground for the coil should be the
stock Z headlight beam indicator. Mine never lit because the high-beams have a short, I believe.
Just kidding this might still not be correct. So, the weatherpak is a 3 hole, the middle is the hot
start wire, the sides are the turn signals. I cut the gauge side harness of the old fuel gauge to
wire in the new one. I shortened the included harness from Speedhut considerably. It came with
5 feet or so of wire, I shortened it to about 1 foot. This is the only time I found the gauge side
harness colors to match the chassis harness. I thought it to be a trick, but it works. Calibrating
through the holes was a little akward, but not hard. Here it is it a very bad picture. Removal and
Replacement I never looked at the service manual and just assumed that the dash would have
to come off to install the gauges. Speedo After you remove the old tachometer gauge, gut it. But
first I put some grommets in place for the new gauge wiring: The connectors for the power and

light connections were a tight fit, but they went through the bottom there eventually. This one
took a bit more convincing to remove the tubes. This was the plan: But in the end, it was just
too small to house the new gauge. Long story short, I used screws from an old computer laptop
case, most likely : They were just long enough. After a bit of finnagling, here it is installed: Cute,
huh? Now if I ever need to take it out no wires need to be cut. The hot start is routed to the
power for the radio. Note that the stock low fuel warning light is still connected. It was pretty
straightforward. Quonset huts are lightweight prefabricated structures made of corrugated steel
â€” have been a staple in many communities across the United States since the early s. Over
the past several decades, though, you may have also noticed prefabricated steel buildings
sprouting up in greater numbers around your neighborhood. When you compare the cost of
metal buildings against the typical Quonset hut price, remember that you will need to spray
foam insulate on the interior of your Quonset hut, whereas a metal building can utilize any type
of insulation. While both design types offer clear-span framing, Quonset huts and other steel
arch buildings only offer clear spans up to 80 feet. Rigid frame structures can allow up to feet of
clear span space, offering a completely column-free interior. Due to the rounded construction
style and dome-like roofs, Quonset huts are typically unable to support multiple stories, making
them less versatile than ridge frame buildings. No matter where you are in the process of
building, General Steel has a solution for you. From our simple 3 step building quote to our
growing library of project resources, General Steel is the company you've been looking for.
Factors to Consider Before Purchasing a Quonset Hut Quonset huts are lightweight
prefabricated structures made of corrugated steel â€” have been a staple in many communities
across the United States since the early s. Quonset Hut Key Features All steel construction 22
gauge sheeting Limited widths available due to arch style Requires full concrete slab.
Comparing Quonset Hut Prices. Quonset Hut Price. I-Beam Building Price. Comparing
Versatility. Need help? We're listening. Let us guide you through your decision. Send this to a
friend. Send Cancel. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. Bidding has ended on this item.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Estimated Delivery within business days. Estimated delivery dates - opens in a new window
or tab include seller's handling time, origin ZIP Code, destination ZIP Code and time of
acceptance and will depend on shipping service selected and receipt of cleared payment opens in a new window or tab. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Visit
store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 19,
PST. GBP Shipping help - opens a layer International Shipping - items may be subject to
customs processing depending on the item's customs value. Your country's customs office can
offer more details, or visit eBay's page on international trade. Seller's other items. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used : An item that has been
used previously. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab. Just Words
Flightzone classicrail Search within store. Graham Farish. Business seller information. Contact
details. Richard Johnson. Return policy. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Ended: Jan 19, PST. Winning bid: GBP Shipping: GBP Sellers declare the
item's customs value and must comply with customs declaration laws. As the buyer, you
should be aware of possible: - delays from customs inspection. Item location: Ticehurst, United
Kingdom. Seller: classicrail Seller's other items. Used : An item that has been used previously.
Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Did you miss your activation email? This topic This
board Entire forum. I have done a full conversion to speedhut gauges, and thought I would
share my process. I was able to retain all the factory housings and bezels for a complete stealth
look. I did all of this in about 3 hours, and no major fabrication was necessary for an OE look.
First of all, you will need to order these sizes: 4. Dont do this. I actually measured the holes, and
the 4. They actually measure out almost identical to the diameter of factory gauges. Trust me.
So for those of you that dont know, the speedhut gauges include their own bezel usually
aluminum and their own rings to mount them. They also have a button if programmable and
their own plexi-glass window. We will be ditching the plexi-glass window and aluminum bezel in
order to make the factory mazda pieces work. So here is how the speedhut gauges look
compared to the stock ones: I went with the Revolution style gauge with white font. You will be
left with this: The stock gauges themselves unbolt from the back. There are about 3 bolts per
each of the gauges. Go ahead and remove them so that you have an empty piece of white
plastic don't mess with the circuit board paper on back, we need to retain this for the turn
signals but you can go ahead and start removing the larger bulbs that screw in from the back.
Now looking at the black plastic gauge housing, you will notice that these holes are way to

small for our large gauges. I used some side cuts and started making cuts into the edges of the
housing. This effectively opens up the holes for the larger gauges. Then I literally threaded the
gauge body into the housing. Dont worry about being neat, this cant be seen. Remove any
interferring white plastic standoffs on the base of the cluster. These will be obvious when
piecing it together. Run the wires through the now un-used bulb holes: Once all the gauges are
pressed in, I noticed that there are stubs on the edges of each gauge. I will need to drill out the
clear lens to accept these protrusions. I put a bit of toothpaste on the tip of edge stub and then
lined up the lens so I could see where I needed to drill: The "drill here" mark it made on the
lense: At this point you can re-install the lens and see that everything fits and lines up like OE
But then you will realize that you can't push the buttons on the programming for each gauge. I
marked "eye-balled" where each of the buttons were with a sharpie, then removed the bezel and
drilled it out to accept the speedhut rubber buttons and standoffs. Drill slowwlllyyyyyy: Buttons
installed: Standoffs put in place to reach the button on the gauge: Screw all the items back
together and you now have a fancy factory looking gauge setup:. Gunnytron Launching! Quote
from: Gunnytron on December 18, , PM. Excellent write up. Great approach to getting a very
stock look. Quote from: radiomike on December 19, , PM. Gauge cluster installed into the car
and wired up, everything is working well with the aftermarket gauges, turn signals and warning
lights functioning. Skeltic Staged Posts: View Gallery. SMF 2. Customer reviews. Write a review.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with
JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
customer reviews for the product. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All
reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star
only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews
only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
From the United States. Verified Purchase. Initially the speedo I ordered had a software issue
where needle didn't point to proper speed which I only realized after fully installing. I replaced
the OEM mechanical unit in my 72 Chevy and it works awesome, not to mention looks great with
my other SpeedHut gauges. No speedo error no matter what size wheels and tires is handy too!
Showing 0 comments. There was a problem loading comments right now. Highly recommended.
Get fast answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form
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loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
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DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

